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The French Revolution gave rise to the phenomena of ideology and of
nationalism that are being played out two centuries later after the end of
communism in Europe. Much as the direct, immediate impact of the French
Revolution continued past 1789 into the 1790s and thereafter, so too did
those of 1989 Eastern Europe extend into the 1990s and beyond. The Soviet
Union disintegrated, the East German state disappeared through fusion and
the Czechoslovak and Yugoslav federations collapsed, one through a
peaceful but non-participatory elite negotiation, the other through
leadership-sponsored inter-ethnic violence. The state ideology of Marxism-
Leninism was pronounced defunct throughout the post-communist space;
Western neo-liberal economic advisers were invited in to replace the role of
party ideologues, and international financial organizations tied assistance
to policy transformations. In all states, whether they were entirely new
political constructs or building on previous polities, a process of both state-
and nation-building began.

This collection is concerned with countries drawn from the geographical
expanse of post-communist Europe plus parts of the Soviet interior: Russia,
Moldova, Georgia, Poland, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Kazakhstan and
Kyrgyzstan. In each case national identity and perceptions of relative
location and belonging in Europe and the world had to be identified and
confirmed or created. Foreign policy provided a crucial aspect of this
process; the practicalities of political alignments meant, at a minimum,
access to foreign economic assistance, trade and investment that could
contribute to the construction of new state edifices and the appeasement or
satisfaction of socio-economic expectations. Potential participation in
security partnerships, and in fewer cases full membership of alliances, not
only gave access to some technology but also signalled geopolitical
reorientations.

The inputs of foreign policy can be numerous, even in states with highly
centralized decision-making and policy implementation. These can  include,
for example, the distribution of natural resources, the need for foreign
investment, or the impact of the interests and relative power of neighbours.
But two are strikingly important for the 27 European and former Soviet post-
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communist states that encompass one-fifth of the world’s surface: the
reorientation from the all-encompassing ideology of Marxism-Leninism that
purported to understand the past and prescribe the future, and the birth or
re-ignition of the collective identities of nationhood.

The ideology of communism is the single most important denominator of
this broad geographic area. As many of the country-studies demonstrate,
these peoples conceptualized their geopolitical belonging differently from
one another prior to the imposition of communism. These papers are
concerned with the extent to which an ideology can be found still to exist
in post-communist foreign policies and, second, what else might have
supplanted the officially central role held until only a few years ago by
Marxism-Leninism. The extent to which the construction of a national
identity governs foreign policy and the extent to which foreign policy is used
to express within and outside the country this new or renewed national
identity becomes the central issued pursued.1 While often lacking in causal
explanation, a frequent assertion is that communist ideology has been
replaced by nationalism. This is because, to take one example of such
thinking, nationalism often provides ‘a critical source of social cohesion for
states in the midst of profound transformation’ .2

Ideology, nationalism and national identity are phenomena and social-
scientific concepts that carry two centuries of experience and controversy.
These studies explore particular contours of several post-communist foreign
policies. This introduction considers some of the debates and definitions
relating to them.

Ideology, Marxism-Leninism and Communist Foreign
Policies

Elusive and misappropriated, ideology is at a minimum a troublesome
concept. It exists as a philosopher’s conception, a practitioner’s device and
an analyst’s tool, and in each of these forms it assumes innumerable guises.
While what precisely can be said to constitute ‘ideology’ was and remains
contestable, the adaptation of Marxism to state practice as Marxism-
Leninism was a modest favour to the study of ideology: an ideology was
expressly defined in practice, if with subsequent contradictions in the face
of historical changes, and was made explicit to the running of the communist
system by its masters. 

Consequently understanding that ideology became the departure point
and often remained the focus in the study of every facet of communist life:
from youth to women to agriculture to science and the arts, and of course
in politics and the economy. Official ideology established rules and
procedures for the totality of human existence. It affected, even shaped,
every aspect of life and has been studied accordingly.3 This is not to say that
‘pure’ Marxism-Leninism was actually applied, of course; the Soviet theory
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in practice has been called ‘ad hoc Marxism-Leninism [which] obscured the
original Marxism-Leninism and recast it as a series of five-year plans’.4 That
the ideology itself might have been reshaped shows its importance as the
starting-point and the justification for everything. Ideology was interpreted,
reinterpreted and applied by Soviet leaders; those assigned that task,
formally called ‘ideologists’ (in Russian, ideologi), occupied senior positions
in the political hierarchy. This was equally true in Soviet pronouncements
on foreign policy and world affairs and, in return, in the preponderance of
Western analysis. It is therefore a significant psychological and analytical
change for those living in and studying the former Soviet bloc that socialism
was abandoned as its official state ideology.

The centrality of Marxist-Leninist theory to Soviet affairs made one
ideology conspicuous in practice but did not render the general definition
of ideology clearer. Instead, various definitions, even in volumes specifically
dealing with that issue, have been offered. It was defined by some Western
observers practically as ‘the body of doctrine which the Communist Party
teaches all Soviet citizens’.5 This literal definition is challenged by others
who contend that ‘the official ideology of the Soviet state is not an ideology
at all. It is a set of empty phrases, endlessly repeated, but believed by no one.’6

Even practical assessments of the role of Soviet ideology were confounded
by the divergence in the practitioners’ apparent fidelity to their beliefs and
the analysts’ different views. In the extreme case of Stalinism, David
Joravsky notes, The Stalinists did so many things in such extravagantly
brutal and wasteful ways that outside observers came to think of them as
mad ideologists whose minds were unhinged by a dream of total power and
utopia. The Stalinists regarded themselves as supremely practical people,
who subordinated theoretical considerations to practical necessities.’7

Ideology needs to be placed on a continuum of expression of political
thought. With ideology at one extreme end, it serves, as it was defined in a
multi-dimensional study of ideology, as ‘a set of systematic theoretical 
principles projecting and justifying a socio-political order’.8 Ideology was
identified for that study as providing a sy stematic interpretation of the past
and a programme or unfolding of the future. Ideology can be distinguished
from other thinking as a set of core values that are untouchable and not
debatable.9 The question for the present set of country studies is the extent
to which this description is true for the thinking and values that guide post-
communist foreign policy and what, if anything, has replaced an explicit
ideology such as Marxism-Leninism. Each state has adopted new policies;
some have even proclaimed ‘missions’. The suffix ‘-ism’ that flags thinking
as an ideology has crept into some post-communist foreign-policy parlance,
particularly with ‘Eurasianism’. But even when a term appears with the
familiar ‘-ism’ suffix of an ideology, it need not have much content or be
synonymous across the region, and Eurasianism denotes different substance
in the cases of Russia and Kazakhstan.
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Close to ideology, but by no means identical with it, is political culture.
It has been argued that a switch occurred in Sovietology in the 1960s away
from the detection and analysis of pure ‘ideology’ in the Soviet polity to
political culture, even if those making this distinction still argued for the
retention of the focus on ideology.10 For some, when ‘ideology’ is referred
to not in the ‘highly charged’ terms of the Cold War, but used objectively,
it becomes ‘synonymous with political culture’.11 Several of the case studies
find that ideology cannot describe their country’s foreign policy, but
political culture instead is the term argued for and adopted here for the study
of Georgia. Political culture may be more broadly based among a population
than ideology, and indeed is often taken to have a collective psychological
dimension.12 In the cases of Estonia, Poland and the Czech Republic—
perhaps the three most Western- or European-oriented countries examined
here—ideology is used to describe elite views and values that are not
necessarily shared with the wider population.

Both ideology and political culture can be said to generate action
programmes. These give active expression to goals; but while these may stem
from ideology, they can also exist in their own right as expressions of aims.
Without the broad philosophical understanding of the past that an ideology
purports to have, an action programme on its own can be said to offer more
long-term goals. Short-term objectives, even if the thinking behind them
comes indirectly from a leadership’s broader thinking and world-view,
should be seen as separate from ideology, political culture or an action
programme. Throughout, the distinction between ideology and political
culture is relevant and these are taken to operate at different levels.13 Because
this is also a study of active, changing foreign policies,  ideology has not
been treated or applied here as a conceptual straitjacket. Indeed, few
volumes that have addressed ideology, particularly in the Soviet context,
find that it has a single consistent form or meaning. Michael Urban advised
that his edited volume on ideology in the Soviet and East European systems
was happily informed by the condition that ‘“ideology” has no single or
irreducible meaning in social science’.14

A finding of the present volume is the fact of the different forms that
ideology can take. Each contribution assesses the quality of ‘ideology’ in
foreign policy thinking.

It is particularly apt to consider Marxism-Leninism as ideology in foreign
policy, since it is an ideology that concerned itself with interpreting and
changing reality. The use of ideology in Soviet foreign policy received the
greatest attention of the European communist states,15 even if this
concentration had drawbacks.16 The fascination with the Soviet case
occurred for many obvious reasons: it was the bloc hegemon and world
superpower, the supreme ideological authority among its allies; and the
structure and mechanisms of Soviet-East European relations prevented
major divergences in either ideological comment or foreign policy practice.
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To be sure, this occasionally happened. The exceptional cases of Albania
and Yugoslavia generated distinct attention; particularly the former’s
ideological-strategic alliance with China, and the latter for its occupancy of
the middle ground between the two blocs and for its role in the Non-Aligned
Movement. Overt efforts to deviate from ideological principle, especially in
foreign policy, as in the Hungarian and Czechoslovak communist
experiments of 1956 and 1968, met violent ends from Soviet tanks.
Romania, more geographically removed from Soviet reach than those states
and having had Soviet troops withdrawn in 1958, could engage in significant
policy variation from the bloc in its foreign relations. Under Nicolae
Ceauşescu, Romania—uniquely among Warsaw Treaty Organization states
—continued relations with Israel after the 1967 war, did not take part in
military intervention in Czechoslovakia in 1968, and sought better relations
with the West, gaining it access to various forms of Western technology,
including civilian-use nuclear energy.17 Ceauşescu thus employed foreign
policy to distinguish his country from other socialist bloc states.
Nationalistic ideology was central to this, and his brother Ilie served as
principal ideologue responsible for creating a Romanian socialist
nationalism that included reference to Vlad the Impaler as a great Romanian
nation-builder.18

Even with such diversity, in foreign policy Marxist-Leninist thinking and
proclamations were taken by Western analysts and policy-makers as 
indications of how the Soviet bloc interpreted the world and its place therein
and how its relations with its Western interlocutors could and should
function. Considerable debate took place in the study of foreign policy
concerning whether ideology actually guided foreign policy or was a
justification after the fact for traditional ‘national interest’.19 Even if ‘pure’
ideology lost centrality to Soviet foreign policy, ideas may have retained
predominance. John Lenczowski approached Soviet foreign policy with the
thesis that ‘the Soviets see the realm of ideas as the greatest threat to their
power and legitimacy and, as a result, they devote the most attention to this
component of foreign policy’.20 Actuality likely rested somewhere between
ideology and national interests.21 The inputs of Marxist-Leninist ideology
decreased and those of non-ideological national interest increased during
the life of the Soviet Union, so that their influence could be presented, if
crudely, as graph lines, the former descending and the latter ascending.

The role of Soviet ideology and of ideologues was analysed by outsiders
as having diminished under Khrushchev.22 Debate ranges widely on the
extent to which Gorbachev’s reforms were inspired by or related to Soviet
ideology. A minority view contends that his domestic policy of perestroika
was ‘driven by ideology’,23 while others have taken the strong line, for
example, that Gorbachev ‘cut loose from the communist ethos and
teleology’.24 Opinion on Gorbachev’s foreign policy appears more uniform,
particularly in retrospect, as having been de-ideologized in thinking, in
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policy aims and in outcomes. That process allowed for unprecedented
changes that marked his ‘new thinking’ in practice, including a diminution
of Soviet support for allies and conflicts in the Third World,25 and ultimately
creating the conditions that permitted East European populations to
extricate their countries from the Soviet bloc.

It is also possible that ideology was disbelieved, with even the suggestion
that some in the Soviet hierarchy felt that only the naïve could actually
believe it. But this does not dent the importance and utility of ideology: it
was still used as a justification for state action or reinterpreted in light of
events, and confidential Soviet records now available but never meant for
release suggest their leaders took ideology seriously.26 Nevertheless, what
seems crucial, especially in the Soviet successor state of Russia, is that
‘Russian nationalism and great-power pride was the real ideology of the
Communists, and this mentality persists virtually unabated along much of
the political spectrum’ of contemporary Russia.27

The role of nationalism and national identity and their potential
replacement of ideology in foreign policy are particular concerns here,  and
this question is returned to after brief consideration of ideology in foreign
policy.

Ideology and Foreign Policy

Whereas Soviet foreign policy was explicitly ideological—even if some
would argue that it came not to be believed by its proponents—the use and
appearance of ‘ideology’ in non-communist foreign policies necessarily
becomes more complicated. The role of ideology in foreign policy generally
is indeterminate. A recent thematic study concluded: That ideology has
played an important part in modern international relations is generally taken
for granted.’ Yet the precise role played by ideology on the world stage has
never, according to Alan Cassels, been systematically analysed.28 An agenda
to study ideology in international relations has been identified by Walter
Carlsnaes, but his 1986 book was presented consciously as a precursor to
an empirical volume that remains to be written.29

Such a broad-based, theoretical work in itself suggests that ideology is a
factor in foreign policy, and indeed relevant to an understanding of the
foreign policy of countries that are not overtly ‘ideological’. Most countries
have teachings—history in a national curriculum, for instance— that will at
a minimum instil a collective sense of larger belonging and location in the
world. This may not, however, be analogous to an overt ideology such as
Marxism-Leninism. Nevertheless, scholarship and journalism identifies
‘ideology’ in apparently, or even self-denyingly, non-ideological foreign
policies. K.J.Holsti defined ideology in such a way that the major key inputs
of foreign policy that any country would be likely to possess form part of
it, writing that ‘an ideology provides the intellectual framework through
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which national roles, images, policy and moral and ethical beliefs are
constructed’.30

Michael H.Hunt’s study of the US argues that even after considering the
myriad of influences on American foreign policy, ‘ideology remains the
obvious starting point for explaining both the American outlook and
American behavior in world affairs’.31 Even if Hunt’s approach deliberately
emphasizes ideology, others, such as Henry Kissinger, have identified a belief
in ideals over interests in the declared aims of US foreign policy: ‘Americans
have never been comfortable acknowledging openly their own self interest.
Whether fighting World Wars or local conflicts, Americans always claimed
to be struggling in the name of principle, not interest.’32

The problem remains in studying ideology in foreign policy from the
divergence within the foreign policy analysis community on the presence 
and utility of ideology in foreign policy. While Carlsnaes’s 1986 work played
down the problem of defining ideology, it also confirmed its centrality to
the study of foreign policy, observing that ideology ‘has achieved
prominence despite a remarkable elusiveness in meaning’. He added that
one type of usage of ideology was the ‘view that the foreign policy of a state
is essentially an expression of its peculiar ideology—that such policies in
some sense or other constitute an “ideological” extension of sovereign
societies and their basic values into the international arena.’33

Kenneth Thompson and Roy Macridis deemed ideology to be the
dominant form of study of foreign policy, and grouped countries according
to their political systems. Thus, for them, democratic polities conducted one
type of foreign policy, while communist systems followed another.34 They
also made a distinction between ‘ideological’ and ‘analytical’ approaches to
foreign policy. In the former, ideology was ‘a function of a political sy stem
in action or of the preferences or convictions of the political leaders’,
whereas in the latter, policy results from numerous factors. Similarly, Lloyd
Jensen’s 1982 text on foreign policymaking considers democracy to be an
ideology, if one less explicitly so than other ideologies.35 Even within the
foreign policies of democracies, ideology is commonly referred to: for
example, the former US President Bill Clinton and the British Prime Minister
Tony Blair were said to have enjoyed ‘ideological kinship’.36

The question, then, is also whether these post-communist states conform
to a democratic foreign policy. Of course, while international organizations
such as the European Union have certified some of the post-communist
states as democracies through the accession process, some may be better
described as consolidating democracies while others have even more
questionable records.37 It is an underlying question whether those countries
with less of a democratically minded intellectual elite or with limited
previous exposure to Western influences—such as Kazakhstan in this
collection—conduct a foreign policy that can be considered as different from
a ‘democratic’ one.
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Ideology in foreign policy has sometimes been recognized as such only if
revolutionary (or reactionary), that is, seeking to change the status quo. In
this vein, and in contrast to Hunt, Stanley Hoffmann argued that American
foreign policy was devoid of ideology.38 Hoffmann’s reasoning is similar to
that of Kissinger, who identified three ‘styles’ of foreign policy: ‘charismatic-
revolutionary’, ‘ideological’ and ‘bureaucratic-pragmatic’.39 By contrast,
Fred Northedge allowed a permissive view of ideology as ‘the prevailing
political orthodoxy of a state’.40 While this  collection does not use
Northedge’s terminology, his view does suggest, however, that a coherent
set of views can be instinctively expected of any foreign policy. While
‘ideology’ cannot be expected as the guiding principle of post-communist
foreign policies, neither should the possibility be dismissed outright.

That said, such an approach may fly in the face of the literature of foreign
policy analysis that has emerged recently, particularly studies dating from
after the end of the Cold War. These can be seen to avoid or even deny the
existence of ideology as a consideration. The large volume edited by Laura
Neake, Jeanne Hey and Patrick Haney contains chapters on a wide range
of issues and approaches in foreign policy analysis, but it contains no chapter
on ideology, and not even an index reference. The nature of the book,
particularly its conscious decision to present its contents as a ‘second
generation’ of foreign policy analysis, suggests that the absence of ideology
is deliberate.41 The vast literature on globalization suggests a decreasing
significance for competing ideologies, although this debate itself sometimes
suggests that the forces behind globalization may be likened to an ideology.

To what extent, then, can the post-Cold War environment be considered
de-ideologized? This question necessarily runs through the present study.
There are, however, initial points to be considered about the use or misuse
of ‘ideology’ as a lens in studying foreign policy. Several reasons, many
predating the end of the Cold War, lead to a deemphasizing of ideology. As
Zbigniew Brzezinski wrote during the Cold War, There is a tendency in the
West to view ideology as something irrational and to counterpoise it against
pragmatism and empiricism.’42 Westerners want to reject ideology, and do
so. Ideology is distrusted. Shortly after the introduction of the concept of
ideology to political parlance it was already used deprecatingly.43 Ideology
is what our enemies possess, never ourselves. This was perhaps particularly
true in the intellectual binary relationship of the Cold War.

But if, for some, the end of the Cold War signalled a lessening of the
significance of ideology (rather than the triumph of one ideology), for others
in the West the end of ideology came, ironically, during the Cold War.44

Even with such baggage against ideology, the case remains for its salience,
even centrality, in the post-Cold War era. Terry Eagleton, writing in the
early post-Cold War period, called an ‘absurdity’ the assertion that ideology
should be considered obsolete.45 Francis Fukuyama’s The End of History
and the Last Man presents liberalism as a coherent set of beliefs with a
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structured, adoptable programme, quite apart from its triumphalist  view
of the defeat of Marxist ideology by Western liberalism.46 The mere fact
that liberalism, however it may be defined, may be the only intellectual game
in town does not mean that it is not an ideology.

The role of liberalism as an alternative ideology—especially as expressed
in the relations of post-communist states to the international institutions
that identify themselves with such values—becomes relevant to post-
communist foreign policy, but that is not to say it is the only potential
ideology. The second determinant of post-communist foreign policies is
considered here to be national identity. Expressions of nationalism
themselves can be considered ideological, as the following section shows.
But subsuming Marxism and nationalism equally into ‘ideology’ is
unhelpful. Instead, this study asks to what extent the foreign policies of these
new, or politically re-emerging, states indicate the nature and intensity of
nationalism and the expression of national identity or wider geopolitical
belonging.

If the post-Cold War world is one in which liberalism dominates, that
very success may intensify opposition to it. For Samuel Huntington, this
took the now well-known form of the ‘clash of civilizations’, the primary
contest which was colloquially reframed as ‘the West versus the rest’. Apart
from Huntington, the argument is made that Western values encroach upon
and erode those of others, whether expressed in the adaptable
commercialism of McDonald’s, or more directly culturally, in Western
objections to indigenous religious practices, such as Sharia law’s apparent
misogyny or its sanctioning of mutilating corporal punishment.47

These arguments indicate the continuing existence or reassertion of
competing identities in the post-Cold War era. Post-Cold War conflicts are
not necessarily ideological but may be based on clashing state interests.48

Whatever the precise form state or ‘civilizational’ disharmony may take, it
is often seen as acute now because of a wider crisis of identity, perhaps linked
to the turbulence associated with the change in international orders,49

heightened by the attacks of 11 September 2001 and the ‘war on terror’.
Ideas, broadly speaking, are argued to have a greater role in times of
fundamental change,50 and, as Stephen Jones confirms in the context of the
former Soviet Union: The collapse of institutional life, the displacement of
universal values with particular identities, the tasks of state building, the rise
of nationalist movements—all this has made ideas and ideologies singularly
important.’51 The form of these ideas and identities, and the extent to which
the phenomenon of identity might constitute ‘ideology’ is the next issue to
be briefly considered. There is no clear end to ideology if nationalism and
national identity are so important. 
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Nationalism as Ideology

Modern nationalism, like ideology, is usually dated to the French
Revolution, and like ideology it is a vexing term with many manifestations.
It can be and often is itself considered to be an example of ideology.
Nationalism may not be as complex, especially in its popular manifestations,
as political ideologies such as Marxism-Leninism or liberalism: rather, as
Alan Cassels contended, it is ‘the sort of ideology that…can have a political
impact only if presented in simplified forms and embodied in symbols and
ceremonials’.52 Even so, reference to nationalism is made in terms of
ideology. Anthony D.Smith classically called nationalism ‘an ideological
movement for attaining and maintaining autonomy, unity and identity on
behalf of a population deemed by some of its members to constitute an actual
or potential “nation”.’53

To the extent that, like ideology, nationalism explains the unfolding of a
group’s history and provides collective values and a programme for the
future, a case can be made for its being an ideology. That collective grouping
takes the form of national identity: a recognition, regardless of objective
truth, of common features of belonging. Smith defined the fundamental
attributes of national identity as a historic territory, collective historical
myths and memories, a mass public culture, shared legal rights and duties
and a common economy with territorial mobility for members.54

But not all expressions of nationalism are equal, and not all simply and
necessarily qualify as ideology. What can be considered an extreme
definition of nationalism is the often-cited one that opens Ernest Gellner’s
Nations and Nationalism: a desire for the nation and state to be congruent.
55 Others, such as Jack Snyder, have shown that this definition excludes
other expressions of nationalism.56 More helpful may be a broader
definition of nationalism that encompasses political mobilization on the
basis of national identity. This of course leaves open the question of the
degree and form of nationalism, but post-communist political figures
themselves, such as Valerii Tishkov, minister of nationalities in the early
Yeltsin government, have viewed ethnicity as the most readily available
vehicle for political mobilization.57 The political aims of nationalism can
range from seeking or safeguarding rights within an existing polity to
seeking national self-determination.

Many of these countries are experiencing the first opportunity to
construct a national identity without external political influence or the
ideological restraints of communism; it is to be expected that the forms  and
intensity of nationalism and national identity will vary. This is also why
national identity is taken here as an important dynamic of foreign policy.
The death of communism and the rebirth of nationalism in the 1990s have
often been presented as connected, though the precise reason for this would
merit further investigation. Underestimated or completely misunderstood
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by Gorbachev,58 the resurgence of nationalism, especially in the Baltic region
and Caucasus, proved crucial in the undoing of the Soviet behemoth.
Throughout the post-Soviet space political leaders have been able to ‘link
the cultures of the titular nations even more closely to state structures and
to further secure their political pre-eminence within the new citizen-polities’.
59

Expressions of nationalism cannot be unidimensional or linear. They are
complicated by the triadic relationship between the state, the majority or
titular nation and diaspora, as expressed most prominently by Rogers
Brubaker for the former Soviet space and Lenard Cohen for Yugoslavia.60

This was particularly acute in the case of Russia. Even the Russian state
comes close, with over 80 per cent of its population ethnically Russian. The
federal structure of the Russian polity gives disproportionate prominence to
the remaining ethnic diversity. The existence of titular republics within the
Russian Federation, often with the named nationality constituting less than
half of the unit’s population, can still contain sensitive resources, such as oil-
rich and nominally Muslim Tatarstan, or cover vast swaths of territory.

Russian sensitivity about the security of national identity has been
heightened by the creation of Russian minorities throughout the post-Soviet
space. Potentially benign Russian efforts to safeguard those minorities, such
as the advocacy of dual citizenship for ethnic Russians in other republics,
was interpreted as incitement or invention by other Soviet successor states.
61 At the same time, Russians outside Russia became national minorities and
often had objective reason to feel insecure.62

Post-communist national identities are constructed in reference to larger,
Western values. This creates a nexus of national identities, geopolitical
direction and a series of values, perhaps even ideology. How these factors
conjoin is considered next.

National Identity, Security and Geopolitics

Since the end of the Cold War international security studies has had a new
impetus to include societal factors. The calculation of quantifiable assets
such as population, land mass and men-in-arms never proved a wholly 
reliable indicator either of power projection or of security. This always
needed to be relative and relational: in terms of whom and with what
objective.

The recognition of ‘people power’ in ending the Cold War security
configuration gave added impetus to analytical reconsideration of the
sources of international system change. In terms of policy, a Kantian peace
through the transformation of domestic polity seemed more achievable, and
the term ‘democratic security’ gained currency. At the same time, writings
on ‘societal security’ have generally argued that post-1989 security saw an
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end not only to the military preoccupations of security but also to the
ideological.63

The study of culture and identity in international relations received
increased attention in the 1990s; Emanuel Adler and Michael Barnett’s
edited volume demonstrated the role of identity in providing security,
particularly in inter-state relations.64 Some have even argued, like Ken
Booth, that identity and security are ‘inseparable’.65 Intrinsic to that is the
belief in the common identity of the collective and its distinctiveness from
others. National identity makes one group believe its members share
common features and that these make them distinct from others. Conscious
awareness of a collective sense of self and of ‘otherness’ has been identified
as dating back to Eastern Mediterranean city-states some 3,000 years ago.66

Fundamental to states are physical boundaries. These serve not only to
delimit territorial responsibility but also to develop the collective identity of
those within them. As Frederick Barth wrote, ‘When defined as an ascriptive
and exclusive group, the nature of continuity of ethnic units is clear: it
depends on the maintenance of a boundary. The cultural features that signal
the boundary may change, and…the characteristics of the members may be
transformed, indeed, even the organizational form of the group may change
—yet the fact of continuing dichotomization between members and
outsiders allows us to specify the nature of continuity.’67 Anthony D.Smith
similarly contended: The moment we ask who are the people who are
entitled to enjoy the liberties and prosperity of citizenship in a well-ordered
national society, we are forced back onto some cultural criterion of
boundedness, however loose.’68

Security derives in part from establishing or re-establishing a firm national
identity; not only does it provide the existential security of membership in
a larger group, but also in its absence the security it would otherwise provide
cannot be compensated for by even the highest provisions of socio-economic
welfare. Canada, often ranking first among  the 162 states in the United
Nations Development Programme’s human development index of standard
of living,69 risks territorial disintegration because of a lack of cohesive
identity. As George Schö pflin observed, ‘Canada is the problem, not the
solution; had there been a Canadian ethnic identity, the situation could have
been very different.’70 Security in a common national identity provides a
powerful existential benefit. The malleability of the ingredients of national
identity means that it can also subsume some features of ideology—
including that of a common political outlook on history and destiny.

Nationalism, however, is neither a full substitute for political ideology
nor synonymous with it. Political ideologies must be more broadly based
than nationalism and be able to answer more questions and provide wider
guidance. In some cases, in reference specifically to Central and Eastern
Europe, post-communist nationalism has been rejected as an ideology, being
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referred to instead as ‘a potent, extremely attractive set of ideas (rather than
a genuine ideology)’.71

The expectation for post-communist Central and Eastern Europe in the
early 1990s was of seething nationalism. Brzezinski predicted that the Soviet
bloc’s disintegration would probably ‘define itself through increased
national assertions and even rising national turmoil’.72 Studies identified
numerous potential national conflicts on the basis of historical border
disputes or the presence of minorities.73 The post-communist process of
replacing ideology with nationalism was arguably already well under way
before the demise of the bloc. As Roy Laird proposed in 1967, for example,
ideology in the Soviet Union had been replaced in part by a reversion to
Russian nationalism.74

The structure of polities alone need not guarantee pacific communities.
As Jack Snyder and Edward Mansfield argued (and Snyder elaborated
subsequently), democratizing regimes may be more, not less, prone to engage
in war.75 This is cause to differentiate post-communist countries for the sake
of this study. Countries that have engaged in wars in the post-communist
space have done so primarily for political or nationalistic reasons; economic
corruption may aid and maintain these conflicts but is unlikely solely to have
inspired them.76 Rather, the priority has been the construction of ethnically
pure states, be it by making a situation of fear that encourages minorities to
depart, or by their forcible eviction. The hypernationalism that inspires wars
of ethnic cleansing should be considered an expression of ideology. Their
extremism obfuscates the subtler study required to determine whether
‘ideology’ is apparent in the other foreign policies, and the studies chosen
here concentrate on post- communist states that have not engaged in nation-
building wars.77 Thus, successor states of former Yugoslavia have been
excluded from this study.

National identity need not be weaker in polities that have not
democratized than those that have. Successful democratizations such as
those of the Czech Republic and Estonia can be shown also to demonstrate
high degrees of nationalism. Even those democratizing states with the most
favourable ideological outlook can limit the rights of minorities by
concentrating on the titular nation: ‘New states motivated by liberal values
can be tempted to shape citizenship around the majority ethnicity.’78

People are attached not only physically but also existentially to territory.
For some students of nationalism, the ‘nation must possess its homeland’.79

In Soviet republics, territory and identity were given to the so-called titular
nationality. In the continuing existence of that identity, the territory
necessarily retains its importance: ‘In firmly linking nationality to the notion
of ethnic homeland, the practitioners of Soviet ideology generated a belief
system which held that each titular nation is indivisibly connected through
its putative history to a particular territory that is the natural patrimony of
that nation.’80
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While none of the borders of late-communist-era republics have changed,
81 the relative geopolitical importance of neighbours has; so has the ability
to direct, at least rhetorically, a country’s foreign policy in another
geocultural direction. The ability to reorient foreign policy is a fundamental
aspect of the establishment or re-establishment of the national identity of
many of the countries in this study. We now turn to the choice of those
countries and how their foreign policies will be analysed.

Case Studies: Nation and State Characteristics

The volume considers the post-communist foreign policies of eight states. A
brief comparison of the longevity of statehood, the congruence or
disjuncture of nation and state and the importance of minorities or diasporas
will indicate some of the salient features of these choices for the subsequent
examination of their foreign policies.

The cases in this volume represent a proportional representation of the
geographical regions in the post-communist space:82 Russia, as will be
discussed, bears particular significance as the chief Soviet successor state;
Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan are two of the five Central Asian states; Georgia
one of three in the Caucasus; Moldova represents one of three European
Soviet republics (excluding Russia); Estonia one of the three Baltic republics;
and Poland and the Czech Republic two of four ‘Central European’ states. 

Every nation thinks its history is unique. In terms of national identity and
foreign policy, Russia’s history might make a rightful claim to the greatest
complexity. Whereas several of the other countries in this study have
asserted and pursued a firm belief in membership of one geographical area
and historical tradition, Russia is often interpreted as being torn between
Asian and European heritage and between antipathy and awe towards the
West.

Russia is also important as the key successor state to the Soviet Union.
Despite economic contraction and social hardship, Russia retains other
features of international stature: its succession to the Soviet permanent UN
Security Council seat, its demographic and geographic superiority, and its
inheritance of the Soviet nuclear weaponry, including, in part through US
diplomacy, that redeployed to it from three other republics. Russia is
particularly important for the questions of national identity it poses. It faces
a historical dilemma in its relationship with Europe and with Asia, and it is
a unique entity. This is intensified by the loss not only of the outer empire
of Eastern Europe in 1989 but also of the inner empire of the Soviet Union.
Russians generally perceive this to be a loss of stature; at the same time they
can even see themselves as victims of Soviet rule. Yet Russian state policy
(and the actions of Russian minorities) make post-Soviet nations and states
anxious and dependent.83
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Related to this, the Russian nation confronts the dilemma of having a
massive diaspora. Gorbachev pleaded belatedly for the retention of the
USSR against the centrifugal forces, arguing that 60 million people would
find themselves outside their titular republic. The largest of those were the
25 million Russians who were transformed overnight into minorities,
prompting new questions for Russia as a mother country to its dispersed
ethnic nationals. For Russian intellectuals and politicians, ‘the Russian
Federation was not fully congruent with Russian national statehood’.84

Practically speaking, Russia is the main interlocutor for all these countries.
To be sure, other post-Soviet states are concerned by or befriend other
neighbours. The chapters in this collection show how Kazakhstan and
Georgia, for example, while still deeply influenced by Russia—and also in
part because of that legacy—want and need to develop relations elsewhere.
The range of countries in this study is such as to allow for Russia’s role as
an ‘other’ where relevant to other countries but also not to overshadow the
impact smaller states may have on each other. Russia remains significant to
Moldova; but those practical relations and the legacy of Soviet rule should
not and cannot displace the importance of Romania. 

Russian foreign policy is not the only successor to Soviet foreign policy.
Soviet foreign ministry spokesman Vitalii Churkin declared as the Soviet
Union ended, excluding the three independent Baltic republics, ‘we are going
to have twelve states and twelve foreign policies’.85

While Russia may have the burden of contested history in constructing
its post-communist national identity and foreign policy, other countries are
effectively constructing both, as Eugene Huskey suggests for Kyrgyzstan,
‘from scratch’. For Kazakhstan, as Sally Cummings writes, independence
resulted not from nationalism but by default. In both cases, territorial
identity was a product of Stalinist engineering, even if their leaderships have
argued, in characteristic nation-building fashion, that ‘national’ precursors
existed. These two countries share the similarities of multi-ethnic
populations and a dependence on Russia.

These countries also provide a cross-section of the experience of statehood
and continuities and discontinuities in the association of specific territory
with the nation. Poland had forms of independence predating the twentieth
century; each had its precise present borders formed as a result of post-
Second World War remapping; and retained them under and after
communist rule. Estonia had independence for the first time after the First
World War, losing it to Soviet annexation during the Second World War.

The Czech Republic as political state is younger than either Poland or
Estonia: even though it existed as a territorial unit with political authority
on paper from 1969, de facto centralized rule thereafter ensured that this
constitutional provision was meaningless. At the same time, however,
components of a Czech national iconography extend back centuries, with
reference to the Hussites, the scientist Komenský or Czech King Karel IV
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who served as Holy Roman Emperor: the sense of a Czech national identity
(and one distinct from the twentieth-century hybrid Czechoslovak) is
arguably among the longest of those discussed in this volume. But the
development of a modern Czech nation, and especially state, was, ironically,
not possible until 1993.

Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan came closest to modern statehood in their
history through gaining republic status in communist federations. Moldova
also gained territorial distinction as a republic within a communist
federation, but differed from these Central Asian states by having had
identity in the larger national whole of Romania. While national identity
was enhanced to correspond with this new territorial formation, the
significance of a very similar, numerically larger ethnic identity remained.
Indeed, as Charles King observes in his chapter,  ‘Moldova was the only
Soviet republic whose core nationality shared a potential national identity
with a population beyond the border of the Soviet Union’.

Georgia provides a final contrast in nation- and statehood. Also a Soviet
successor republic, it experienced brief modern statehood in the aftermath
of the Russian revolution and civil war. But the Georgians are considered
one of the world’s ancient peoples, with their sense of continuous collective
identity, early conversion to Christianity, and an association with territory
that is said to date back 3,000 years.86

Any study of national identity and foreign policy needs to be aware of the
influence of ethnic minorities in foreign policy formulation. The degree of
internal ethnic homogeneity and the extent of its diaspora provided
additional comparative foci. As a result of wartime mass murder and post-
war frontier adjustment and mass expulsion, the formerly multi-ethnic
Poland became overwhelmingly Polish. Similarly multi-ethnic until roughly
1950, the Czech lands of Czechoslovakia became nearly homogeneous.
While no significant Czech diaspora exists in the region, some Polish
minorities are to be found in Lithuania and Belarus. By contrast, about one-
third of Estonia’s population is Russian, the majority but not all of whom
came to Estonia under Soviet occupation, or are descended from those who
did so. Moldova similarly confronts minorities issues and outright
separatism from the Slav-dominated Transnistria region of the east of the
country and from the Turkic Gagauz. But Moldova also has the identity
question of its relations with Romania. Having part of that country until
Soviet wartime annexation, Romania presents a strong potential as an ethnic
and national mirror for Moldova, and the question of reintegration was
nominally considered after post-Soviet independence.

This selection of countries shows that the search for national identity can
coincide with the search for security. In a broader sense, all countries in this
study will be shown to be redefining their perception of geopolitical location,
or asserting a new direction or orientation, or both. That orientation
similarly coincides with a belief that they are gaining greater security. This
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is fully evident in the Central European call of ‘Back to Europe’ and the
desire for accession to the institutions of the Euro-Atlantic alliance.

The Approach to the Study

While the contributors have worked with common guidelines and 
definitions, this collection illustrates how ideology and national identity
have different cultural meanings and expressions.

Studying foreign policy is also bi-directional: it requires understanding of
domestic factors—including domestic perceptions of the national self— and
also of how foreign policy influences those processes. As a Russian
presidential adviser commented, foreign policy would ‘help Russia become
Russia, help shape Russian statehood’,87 and this is true to varying degrees
of all the foreign policies of the countries studied here.

Because domestic and foreign policy are symbiotic one cannot separate
foreign policy from domestic concerns, constraints and inputs.88 Nor is
success in one realm a necessary indicator of the other: as is now well
recognized, the Soviet Union reached the pinnacle of foreign and military
policy in the early 1980s just as its fatal internal decline began.89 The end
of official ideology in the Soviet-Russian case may be attributable to the
emergence of domestic institutional lobbies and their pulling and hauling to
achieve specific interests.90 As one commentator states bluntly, ‘Foreign
policy issues of concern to Gazprom, Mostbank, or the Ilyushin Design
Bureau are shaped and constrained not by revolutionary ideologies of
opposition, but rather by concrete interests regarding specific foreign policy
decisions’.91

The studies offer overall contours of post-communist foreign policy. The
authors recognize that neither ideology nor national identity governs the
entirety of foreign policy. Concerns for the actions of larger neighbours, the
need to attract foreign aid or investment, the relative distribution of natural
resources and the reliance on others for energy, access to international
transit routes—these can all shape foreign policy. But ideology and national
identity still had and have a guiding impact on these foreign policies, and,
in studying these two facets, domestic influences on foreign policy can be
identified and analysed.92 Principal makers of foreign policy in each country
are identified, such as presidents, prime ministers and foreign ministers, and,
where relevant, other foreign policy bodies such as parliaments and political
parties, and their individual or collective outlooks, are considered.

Determining foreign policy decision-makers and their outlooks can be
challenging. Different periods of Russian foreign policy, for example, seem
to have generated several ‘foreign policies’. As Neil Malcolm contended of
the early years of the Yeltsin administration, particularly from mid-1992 to
mid-1993, ‘At times there seemed to be at least three Russian foreign
policies: one promoted by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, one by the
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Ministry of Defence and one by Parliament’.93 But even in this trifurcation
Malcolm saw consensus emerging thereafter. 

In other cases, particularly the post-Soviet republics, the makers and
implementers of foreign policy (or policy generally) are more easily identified
—in some countries, foreign policy is expressly the domain of the president,
as Huskey shows in Kyrgyzstan. Kazakhstan under Nursultan Nazarbaev
also demonstrates tremendous concentration of foreign policy-making in
the president. The ‘great man’ explanation of foreign policy, so often applied
in the developing world, might thus be applicable to some post-Soviet
republics, particularly those of Central Asia.94 As part of their consideration
of elite views and the decision-making process, contributors are also aware
of the need to ask whether there are differences in open and closed societies
and whether leaders are open- and closed-minded, in reflection of their
societies.95 Any inherent belief in an ‘ideology’ or a world view
predetermines how a leader searches for and analyses information and
assesses and chooses policy options. Work on the psychological influences
on foreign policy decision-making illustrates, if not conclusively, how
leaders rely on simplified codes of knowledge, such as Alexander George’s
identification of the ‘operational code’.96 A rigid world outlook may be more
prevalent in leaders whose training remains that of the Soviet era,
particularly in those regions such as Central Asia where an intellectual
counterculture was very limited. The Central European case is moderated
by the communist-era existence of an intellectual counter-elite who, by
definition, experimented —even worked—with countervailing ideas.
Nevertheless, Václav Klaus in the Czech Republic maintained a declaratory
belief in neo-liberalism that influenced Czech foreign policy. Because of the
elusive nature of ‘ideology’ and the difficulties encountered in defining it,
one can expect problems in identifying ideology and its potential influence
on post-communist foreign policy. Ideology is taken as a series of doctrinal
assumptions about the past, present and future aims of a country. To the
extent that such a doctrine can be identified, the roles it serves are examined,
including whether it constitutes a guiding philosophical world view or may
simply be goal-serving rhetoric.

To achieve this, a series of common questions about ideology and national
identity are asked. Since these countries are different, authors have the
necessary leeway to fashion their enquiry as appropriate. To straitjacket the
approach would be counterproductive. Each country-study uses indigenous
sources, including official statements, media commentaries and academic
studies, and assesses the substantial, declaratory programmes of foreign
policy as well as substantive foreign policy actions and outcomes. Thus, all
country findings will speak for  themselves, but as we now consider the
questions asked in this comparative study, some general conclusions will be
given.
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The issues raised are: whether the governments of these countries have
issued what can be called national ‘mission statements’, and whether these
serve as an ideological guide to foreign policy-making and the extent to
which they define a purpose to the nation’s existence. When such overt
documents may not exist, contributors then ask about the content of foreign
policy declarations. Within that a series of questions arise. These include the
perceived role of history and how the nation is believed to relate to and
interact with others. Relations with others and interactions with the region
are then used to detect expressions of national identity— either in opposition
to or in association with those others. Some of the countries in this study
either house large ethnic minorities or have members of their own principal
ethnic group living in adjacent states. How foreign policy is used in regard
to majority nation-building or in response to the existence of such diasporas
is also examined. Finally, the country studies examine general attitudes to
‘Europe’ and European institutional integration and the perceived
relationship of their nation to that process. A summary of findings follows.

Ideology and National Mission

The studies first begin by considering whether each government issued what
can be defined as ideology or national mission statements in foreign policy
declarations. Historically, countries have made declarations that stated their
purpose in the world. As a 1982 study of Soviet ideology stated,

The French proclaimed ‘la mission civilisatrice’; the British had their
Empire; and the tsars had their concept of a Third Rome. The sense
of mission has always been contingent upon the momentum and
success of a nation’s domestic and international policies. This develops
when the leadership or enough of the population is convinced that its
values are good and therefore deserve to be universalized.97

At first glance, post-communist Russia appears to be a strong contender for
expressing such an outlook, not least because of its physical size and legacy
of empire, and Margot Light identifies official concepts, blueprints and
documents that seem overtly of this fashion and that stand alone in their
tone among the countries in our study. But, she concludes,  independent
Russia’s doctrines do not constitute ideology. This may in part derive from
the confusion in Russia over national identity. The certainty of purpose and
destiny in Soviet declaratory policies has been replaced by a crisis of identity
for Russians. This now asks not only about national purpose without empire
but whether the country belongs to Europe or to Asia or is uniquely
‘Eurasian’. Light illustrates this dilemma with, among other factors,
reference to the symbolism of Russia’s two-headed eagle, one turned to
Europe, the other to Asia. Although she suggests that exclusion from Europe
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might push Russian foreign policy thinking more ideologically, Light finds
that foreign policy pragmatism has dictated the pursuit of interests. Rather
than using foreign policy to express existing content of national identity,
Light writes that many Russian intellectuals ‘believed that in establishing
the principles which should underlie Russia’s foreign policy, Russia’s
identity would be revealed’.

Quite apart from when governments have issued such clear statements,
studies also consider the content of official foreign policy statements and
indigenous media and academic assessments to determine the general
orientation of foreign policy and what is said about national identity and
larger, geopolitical belonging. The phrase ‘Back to Europe’ or ‘return to
Europe’ is substantially evident in both official declarations and popular
discourse in Estonia, Poland and the Czech Republic. Substantive foreign
policy aims are also considered; and in these cases, efforts at Western
institutional accession are taken as a primary example of tangible
expressions of a geocultural reorientation.

In assessing Poland, George Sanford refers to ideology, although one
‘based on a very innate and implicit set of values’. It is, he writes, ‘a far cry
from full-blooded and explicit philosophies such as Marxism-Leninism’. He
differentiates between what he calls the elite’s ‘pro-democratic and
European integration ideology’ and the ‘defensive authoritarian and
chauvinist elements in Polish political culture’ which crave isolationist
measures. These findings would be true for the Czech Republic and Estonia,
where the elites have expressed a much greater belief in the ideals of Europe
than have their publics. While the Estonian leadership consciously sees
European political, historical and economic values, David Smith is hesitant
to apply ‘ideology’ to this outlook in Estonian foreign policy. The view of
‘Back to Europe’ in the Czech case reiterates the sense of historical and
philosophical values that Smith identifies in Estonia. But in the Czech case
these values are extolled by two leaders who incorporate that thinking into
their own foreign policy outlooks. These are difficult, however, to class as
true ideologies precisely  because they are closely associated with two
personalities rather than with outlooks that extend across successive
governments. Václav Havel, president of the Czech Republic until February
2003, expounded an idiosyncratic foreign policy based on humanism and
universalist values that combine ethics and legality with political resistance
and the occasional measured use of military force. Václav Klaus, prime
minister from 1992 to 1997, chairman of the lower parliament between
1998 and 2002, and president since 2003, has been an outstanding
supporter, in rhetoric at least, of liberal economic values. Both of their
committed views have had to compromise in practice, but nevertheless have
changed Czech foreign policy output in otherwise unlikely ways. The Czech
case, however, seems an anomaly, one explained by the continuous presence
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in Czech political life of two distinctive and vocal public figures who injected
their philosophical world views into political office.

The philosophical belief in the elite view of ‘the return to Europe’ in these
three countries should not be doubted. Practical and even ‘philosophical’
objections to the accession process have been raised in these states, as will
be discussed below. But ideology and pragmatism also coincide in these three
cases. The historical claim to rejoining Europe, both philosophically and
physically, anchors national identity in a broader matrix of welcomed values.

For other countries such outcomes are desirable and beneficial, but the
challenges to their national identity and statehood make ideological
preferences impossible to achieve. Rather, the practicalities of balancing
between big neighbours, or simply of securing statehood, prevail. While
Moldova has foreign policy directions that Charles King identifies as pan-
Romanism, Eurasianism and Basabarism, these deliberately contain little
substance. Instead, pragmatism predominates as Moldova concentrates its
external relations to achieve a practical balance between Romania and
Russia. Even though Ukraine sits between Moldova and Russia, Russia
holds considerable sway over the country, being its primary supplier of
energy and having troops stationed on its soil. The Transnistrian conflict,
in which the Slavic population resisted Moldovan authority, illustrated the
country’s territorial vulnerability. Rather than even having a foreign policy,
King concludes, the country merely engages in foreign relations.

Stephen Jones, in assessing Georgian foreign policy, concludes that there
are ‘general foreign policy strategies’, but that otherwise it remains ‘reactive
and pragmatic’. He similarly feels that it is difficult to suggest that a true
ideology exists over the paradigms he identifies. And, while the foreign
policies of Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan express geopolitical goals  and
affiliations, the relative weakness of both their nascent national identities
and their state capacities also accentuates the need for pragmatism over
ideals.

When missions are not consciously present in national discourse, foreign
policy principles or orientations are. With the end of the Cold War, the
viability of neutrality as a policy option should, in theory, have ceased.
Neutrality seems to require an order against which to be neutral, and
without the contraposition of the two superpower camps the option of such
a stance would thus seem to have evaporated. As Pertti Joenniemi writes,
‘neutrality can persist only if the “old world” of adversarial blocs, power
politics, and the antagonistic relations of the post-1945 Europe remains in
place… Given the current transformation of Europe, both the language and
orientation of neutrality start to be problematic.’98 Some post-communist
states have rejected the concept of neutrality; three, however, have adopted
it as an official policy. Moldova opted to include neutrality in its
Constitution; this stance, however, did not prevent it from joining NATO’s
military co-operation programme of Partnership for Peace. Turkmenistan
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and Belarus, both considered authoritarian regimes (and the latter being
marginalized within Europe as a result), joined the Non-Aligned Movement
in 1995 and 1998, respectively.99

Otherwise, neutrality is a minority political position or is rejected across
domestic political spectrums. It was proposed unsuccessfully by Aleksei
Zubin, leader of the Russian National Party in Estonia.100 Principle, of
course, may not have underwritten this position; it may have been a means
to divert Estonia from seeking membership of Western institutions.
Elsewhere in the region, Slovakia’s prime minister, Mikuláš Dzurinda,
rejected his predecessor Vladimír Mečiar’s conception of neutrality, which
was loosely based on Cold War Austria, declaring the specific circumstances
that created it were no longer relevant.101 Neutrality was similarly rejected
by the Romanian presidential counselor Zoe Petre, who conceded that the
notion was feasible only if global neutrality was recognized by the whole
international community.102 Even if Kyrgyzstan’s President Akaev referred
to his country as the Switzerland of Asia, this probably did not denote
neutrality, writes Eugene Huskey, as much as ‘an inoffensive façade behind
which the search for a distinct national identity could be pursued in earnest’.

The post-Cold War lack of choice of neutrality makes geopolitical
alignment even more important. The strong sense of values exuded by one
orientation—Western institutions—means that self-perception of  historical
belonging and the rejection of others become important to post-communist
states.

History, Imagined Boundaries and the National Significant
‘Other’

Do post-communist states have ‘others’—peoples that have been or are
important in framing national self-identity, especially through opposition?
For many states in the former Soviet Union, this is necessarily Russia, at
least on a practical level. But the examples discussed here demonstrate that
the relevance of smaller countries on developing national identity is not
necessarily or uniformly overshadowed by traditional Russian or Soviet
political and strategic importance. Thus, for example, Moldova’s relations
with Russia are contrasted to those with Romania, and the seemingly
contradictory behaviour of Georgian policy towards fellow Christian
Armenia and Muslim Azerbaijan merits examination.

Perhaps because of Russia’s declarations of potential geopolitical and
geocultural uniqueness it potentially has two physically large ‘others’.
Europe has traditionally been a mirror for Russia, one to be simultaneously
admired and emulated but also feared and resented. By contrast, ‘in terms
of status and of political and military power’, as Margot Light observes, the
US stands as Russia’s other. Russia’s capacity— whether real or imagined—
as both a cultural centre and a potential great power means that it has
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interlocutors for different realms of relations. In terms of national identity,
Russia may also be said to have a negative ‘other’ in post-1991 Ukraine. As
Light also notes, Russians generally are confounded by Ukrainian
independence, because the origins of the Russian state are to be found in
Kievan Rus, now located in that separate state.

While Soviet influence hangs over countries in this study, Soviet or
Russian cultural or historical influences appear to be relatively small for
those countries seeking Western reorientation; membership of Western
institutions is taken by such governments as those of Poland, Estonia and
the Czech Republic in this study as a vindication of their geocultural
location. An orientation towards Russia, or opposition to it, emerges for
some countries not as the single historical outlook but as one of several.
Such as in the case of Georgia, even if—or perhaps because—the physical
importance of Russia remains great. Rather than in culture, Russia’s real
importance as an ‘other’ lies in practical issues, such as energy supply or
access to industrial facilities or transportation routes. In the case of
Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan also, this economic dependency matters, but 
in these states historical and cultural ties to Russia continue to be of
fundamental importance.

Russia aside, some authors identify large historical ‘paradigms’ which give
overviews of where the country sees itself belonging in the wider world.
George Sanford writes that ‘Poland has been defined as a historical nation
with the elite and the mass of the population sharing common national
attitudes and responses’. He further observes the conventional argument
that ‘both Polish national identity and the ideological basis of its foreign
policy are heavily permeated and conditioned by the historical inheritance’.
Sanford amends this view by presenting two interpretations of geopolitical
orientation within Polish foreign policy: the Piastic and the Jagiełłonian. The
former refers to a compact, homogeneous Poland of the tenth-fourteenth
centuries in which Germanic relations were central to a westward-looking
policy; the latter relates to the eastward-looking policy of the geographically
broad Commonwealth of Poland-Lithuania that existed from the late
fourteenth to the sixteenth centuries. For Georgia, Jones identifies four
paradigms: a religious identity, a Western identity, pan-Caucasianism and
anti-Russianism (the latter two bearing question marks).

In other instances, historical oppositions are more recent. In the Estonian
case, David Smith shows the legacies and legal practicalities stemming from
1940: while Estonian governments see legal continuity from interwar
independence, their Russian counterparts deem the present Republic of
Estonia as dating only from 1991.

It is argued that foreign policy was particularly important in establishing
a Czech national identity that was distinct from its Czechoslovak
predecessor and from anything that might emerge from independent
Slovakia. Slovakia occasionally plays a role as a new ‘other’ for the Czech
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Republic—particularly before the fall of Mečiar’s government in 1998,
when the country was indirectly presented in Czech discourse as eastward-
looking and democratically deficient. The traditional Czech ‘other’ of
Germany has remained important. Key speeches by Havel and Klaus
illustrate German centrality, not only practically, but also culturally in
post-1993 Czech foreign policy. With some bilateral disputes still remaining,
including compensation to Czech victims of nazism and the restitution of
German property seized thereafter, elite efforts have been intended to
reconcile, drawing particularly on Havel’s philosophical appeal to the
existential importance of forgiveness and apology. 

National Minorities, Diasporas and Foreign Policy

The nexus between national identity and foreign policy is illustrated by the
influence of national minorities and co-nationals abroad. Countries in this
study vary in their ethnic composition: Poland and the Czech Republic are
effectively homogeneous; one-third of the populations of Georgia and
Estonia are non-titular; Moldova not only has a diversity of minorities but
faced cultural claims against its existence; Kyrgyzstan, where the titular
nationality is in a narrow majority but has large minorities; and Kazakhstan,
where the titular nation began independence as a minority.

For those cases where relative political openness coexists with the
presence of one or more large minorities, foreign policy has reflected
compromise. One study of Kyrgyzstan found that its ‘more open nature…
coupled with its heterogeneous demographic composition, has allowed
ethnic divisions to come to the fore in that country. As a consequence, there
has been an ethnic component to virtually every major sphere of state
activity, ranging from the adoption of the constitution and the establishment
of foreign policy priorities to the introduction of a national currency’.103 In
the foreign policy of Kyrgyzstan, Huskey observes that the key challenge for
President Akaev was ‘to come to a self-understanding that was acceptable
not only to key international actors but also to polarized ethnic
constituencies at home’.

Facing potentially the same dilemma as Kyrgyzstan over its Slavic
minority, Kazakhstan’s President Nazarbaev claimed that the ethnic mix ‘is
too motley…for us to depend on relations with one partner’. Even if, as
Cummings argues, Nazarbaev’s foreign policy is marked by the pragmatism
of ‘multi-vectorism’, the substantial Russian minority in Kazakhstan has led
Nazarbaev to make declaratory promises and actual integrational initiatives
with Russia. Cummings notes that while the Kazakhstani polity lacks
domestic channels for representation of the ethnic Russian minority,
Nazarbaev has employed foreign policy as a surrogate form of
representation. Nevertheless, she finds, these ‘foreign policy concessions’ do
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not detract from ethnic Kazakh interests and a ‘Kazakhization’ of foreign
policy.

For Georgia, perhaps like Kazakhstan, state weakness and insecurity
make domestic politics especially influential on foreign policy. Conflicts in
South Osetia and Abkhazia have allowed Russia to have direct strategic
leverage over Georgia, including the continuing presence on Georgian
territory of Russian military forces, if officially as peacekeepers. The 
presence of Armenian minorities in Georgia may not have had an effect on
Georgian foreign policy, but, as Jones notes, the Shevardnadze government
preferred to work with Muslim Azerbaijan rather than Christian Armenia.

The presence of a large minority in Estonia first contributed to a
nationalistic post-communist foreign policy, and then, as a result of foreign
pressures, to a change in policy that allowed for a reorientation to European
values of civic nationalism. Through the pressure of European institutions
to act more ‘European’, Tallinn not only had to grant citizenship to its
Russian minority but also to cease, as Smith observes, claiming membership
of Europe ‘by right’ and ‘has instead been required to prove its “European”
credentials through its ability to relate constructively with Russia’. The
potential difficulty of the Russian minority is eased in Estonian foreign
policy generally because the ethnic Russian Estonian citizens tend to favour
EU membership more strongly than the Euro-sceptical Estonian population.

While national identity has had some impact on foreign policy fusion
between ethnically similar (or self-styled ethnically similar) people—the
exceptionalism of German unification notwithstanding—has not occurred.
Even the idea tends to be unpopular. As Charles King observes, the only
presidential candidate in 1992 to advocate Moldovan-Romanian union was
soundly defeated. Belarus may provide an exception. The Treaty on a Union
Between Belarus and Russia, of 2 April 1997, referred to the ‘spiritual
affinity and community of the historic fates of the two peoples’.104 But full
union as foreseen by the Belarusian President Alyaksandr Lukashenka has
not been realized, and President Putin of Russia has appeared even more
cautious towards this possibility than his predecessor.

Relations are themselves important in assessing how a nation views its
own identity. Iver Neumann opens his study of the relations between Russia
and Europe by observing: ‘Identity does not reside in essential and readily
identifiable cultural traits but in relations, and the question of where and
how the borders towards “the Other” should be drawn therefore become
crucial.’105 While some, including many nationalists, would contest the first
part of the observation, the importance of outsiders remains. The new
regional affiliations play a role of establishing and reflecting national
perceptions of wider belonging. 
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Perceptions of the Geographical or Geocultural Region

Much like nations, regions are often constructs of the mind. A country may
be considered by others or by its own elite or population to be part of a
geographic region; but it may also reject that region in order to differentiate
its collective values or achievements from its neighbours. After 1998 Central
Europe’s Visegrád group arguably had the most exclusive membership
criteria of the numerous regional co-operation initiatives, 106 and since then
has undertaken measures to foster a regional identity. This includes
proposals for ‘Central European’ television and the establishment of the
Visegrád Fund to sponsor a range of cultural and educational activities
specifically for citizens of the four countries.

In Central Asia, Huskey finds that ‘Kyrgyzstan’s national identity is
intimately bound to the Central Asian region’, but that it deliberately ‘rejects
that regional identity by contrasting itself against the upheavals of the area
and by stressing its stability’. Regional identities create contradictions. As
Huskey finds, Kyrgyzstan has been ‘struggling to find a means to maintain
an opening to the West through Central Asian countries that were at times
openly hostile to democratizing and marketizing reforms’. Similarly,
Cummings illustrates that, while Kazakhstan participates in the Economic
Co-operation Organization of Iran, Turkey, Pakistan, Azerbaijan and
Afghanistan, Nazarbaev rejects overt ethnic or religious co-operation: the
‘Islamic card’, she argues, has clear limitations in Kazakhstan’s co-operation
with regional neighbours.

The value of regional cultural association differs with leadership
objectives. Georgia’s Zviad Gamsakhurdia pursued a ‘Caucasian Home’,
but lacked time to develop it (if it were indeed capable of being developed)
before being removed from power in January 1992. Jones argues that this
Caucasian Home ‘was associated with a desire to strengthen native culture
against Western influence’. Even though Shevardnadze proposed some pan-
Caucasian co-operation initiatives, Jones finds these were directed at
‘interests rather than tribal connections’. Shevardnadze, instead, has sought
to bring Georgia into the West European fold, and succeeded in gaining the
first entry of a Causasian state into the Council of Europe, also announcing
at the 2002 NATO Prague Summit that Georgia would apply for
membership. Shevardnadze’s regional activities, Jones concludes, have been
based on rational calculation of interest rather than cultural association,
which explains Shevardnadze’s working relationship with Muslim
Azerbaijan rather than with Christian Armenia. 

Russia, again, may be unique. The significance of the ‘Near Abroad’ has
been part of the discourse of Russian foreign policy. While Russia engages
in—some would argue that it operates—the CIS, Russian policy towards the
Near Abroad expresses pragmatism over regional cultural affiliations.
Rather, Russia appears as a region unto itself, which is reinforced by official
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expressions of Russia occupying a unique strategic position on the Eurasian
continent.

General Geopolitical Orientation and Metaphors

All country studies find a general reorientation of foreign policy, although
degrees and substance differ. Many countries, in addition to or instead of a
full ‘mission statement’, have adopted foreign policy metaphors or slogans.

Perhaps most ambiguous on their full reorientation are the two Central
Asian states. This may be a consequence of having no previous modern
statehood or national direction on which to draw. It may also be a result of
the reluctance that both republics—especially Kazakhstan—had to see an
end to the Soviet Union. In addition, Russia certainly asserts a strong
practical influence over each of these states, regardless of their Slavic
minorities. As Huskey indicates, Kyrgyzstan’s military capacity is negligible
and the country relies on Russian forces to protect its international frontiers.
Cummings outlines the practical influence that Russia holds over
Kazakhstan, quite apart from the interests Moscow holds in that country,
including the world’s largest satellite-launching facility at Baikonur.

But even with the Russian sway, both of these countries have indicated a
certain European orientation. Each has also adopted foreign policy
metaphors. For Kazakhstan this is the snow leopard. The official metaphor
drawn from this animal, endemic to Kazakhstan’s mountains, as Cummings
observes, is of its attributes of fierce independence while never attacking
first. For Kyrgyzstan, an initial metaphor was ‘the Switzerland of Asia’, and
a longer-term one referred to the ‘silk road’.

For Georgia, geocultural orientations are still more complicated. Jones
identifies four competing views. Even though Shevardnadze reversed
Georgian policy and brought his country into the CIS, this was a trade-off
in securing Russian military assistance in the Abkhaz conflict. In Jones’s
‘Western identity’ paradigm, the metaphor of the silk road recurs, and is
also part of official policy. He writes:

Central to Georgian foreign policy is the development of the  Eurasian
Corridor across the Caucasian isthmus, a route following the old ‘Silk
road’ which will link Europe and the East, but more importantly, will
draw Georgia firmly into the Western sphere. For Georgia, the
metaphor of the Silk Road enhances Georgia’s international prestige,
it conjures up ancient civilizations, wealth, trade, and a bridge between
the cultures of East and West.

Like Georgia, Moldova can be seen to have constructed some counterpoint
to Russian influence, including the CIS, by participating in the GUUAM
(Georgia, Ukraine, Uzbekistan, Azerbaijan and Moldova) regional
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organization. Otherwise, however, Moldova seeks balance between its
neighbours, particularly Russia and Romania. It participates in groupings
such as the Central European Initiative and seeks European institutional
accessions. Charles King concludes that Moldova does not have foreign
policy but only foreign relations and that identity is not consequential to
those relations. Rather, the ‘middle ground’ position Moldova has adopted
between its two key neighbours rests substantially on ‘a realistic assessment
of the options of a small country situated on the periphery of Europe’.

Leaving the post-Soviet space, excluding the Baltic region, the geopolitical
reorientation is clearly towards ‘Europe’. It is here that ideology and broader
questions of national identity converge in post-communist foreign policy
thinking.

‘Europe’ as Ideology and Identity

Accession to European institutions is an important ideal for many of these
countries, and it represents the affirmation of what can be called ideological
values. The hallmark of this process is accession to the EU itself; by 1999,
the expectation that entry into the EU might be easier than into NATO was
proved incorrect. Membership of both, however, has required domestic
transformations by post-communist polities, and this process has shown the
acceptance of a coherent set of values and the displacement of others,
foremost among which is the classical definition of nationalism.

Nationalism—defined in its ideological sense as the belief in the
supremacy of membership of the nation over all other collective identities
—has been curtailed by these institutions in their emphasis on inclusive, civic
nationalism over exclusive ethnic nationalism. Brief examples indicate the
trend. Estonia, along with Latvia, was heavily criticized by
intergovernmental organizations, especially the OSCE (formerly CSCE)  and
the Council of Europe for denying citizenship to the Russian population.
Each country’s citizenship laws and constitution were rewritten, with both
help and pressure from European bodies, to reintegrate legally the Slavic
minorities. Romania was excluded form the North Atlantic Co-operation
Council in 1991 because of its anti-democratic tendencies and mistreatment
of its Hungarian minority. Slovakia, just as competent as its neighbours
economically, was excluded from both NATO and EU accession talks in
summer 1997 for similar reasons. These failures bore heavily on elections
in each country and resulted in governmental changes and policies that
sought to reverse the practices that hindered accession. Western belief in
civic nationalism has actively overridden domestic practices in Central and
East European countries. This practice in itself is the first expression of a
Western ideology over indigenous political inclinations.

On an economic and historical level, several countries believe that they
are not conforming to but re-adopting practices and values not only that
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they share but to which they historically contributed. This is at the heart of
the ‘return to Europe’ slogan of such central importance, in the cases
examined here, to Poland, the Czech Republic and Estonia. Overt reference
to Europe in ideological terms is found more clearly in these geographic
areas.

At the other extreme are Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan. The countries most
physically remote from Europe, an identity affiliation with Europe is
unsurprisingly less obvious than elsewhere among our studies, although the
importance of trade and relations with European actors naturally remains
important. Even so, participation in the OSCE or Western-led initiatives
such as Partnership for Peace have intrusive influences that, at least in
principle, shape some domestic values.

‘Europe’ can also have adverse effects, giving misleading expectations.
Historically, as Jones’s second paradigm finds, The Soviet experience,
paradoxically, created an idealized image of the West, one that misled
Georgian elites when they first came to power.’ The EU’s influence on
Georgia is more practical than cultural, although Jones also notes the
existence in this relationship of ‘less tangible reasons based on political
culture’, one of which may relate to the Georgian sense of being owed by
the West for historical injustices and the ‘expectation of a powerful patron
[which] has shaped Georgian foreign policy since the Middle Ages’.

EU candidate countries have worked to complete accession chapters. The
Social Democrat government in the Czech Republic particularly did so,
perhaps compensating for Klaus’s earlier dubious rhetoric, by moving  ahead
of all but Slovenia by 2001 in the number of accession chapters closed. Entry
to Europe—no matter that it was bureaucratic or seemingly ideological—
has remained an unequivocal objective. Otherwise, it is only Russia that has
an ambiguous and potentially antagonistic relationship with Europe. At a
minimum, Light finds, because of Russia’s different historical development,
‘even if Russian aspirations are essentially European, the general perception
is that Russia is, to some extent, different, a “bridge” spanning cultures,
different from, rather than identical to, the rest of Europe.’ Some in Russia
may see Europe in ideological terms because it holds a set of values (and
material wealth) that are to be admired and emulated, but also resented.

In short, the clearest expression of Europe as a series of political values,
of forms of human social organizations, comes from the Baltic and Central
and Southeast Europeans. Membership of ‘Europe’, and concretely of the
EU, is an expression of ideology. It gives identity, goals and both geopolitical
and socio-economic orientation. The Estonian foreign minister, Toomas
Hendrik Ilves, declared in 2000: ‘We want to be known as a pre-EU not a
post-Soviet republic’.107 Czech Prime Minister Miloš Zeman pronounced in
2000 that Europe is founded on certain values which must be maintained.
108 The Slovak foreign minister, Eduard Kukan, said of the delayed progress
of Slovakia in European integration: ‘Slovak society has long been growing
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on the same historic roots and shares the same civilization values as our
western, northern or southern neighbours.’109

Writing four decades ago, Zbigniew Brzezinski noted that ‘One of the
most distinctive features of the Soviet system…is its conscious
purposefulness.’ He further contended that ‘a reformist social doctrine
ceases to be an intellectual abstraction and becomes an active social agent,
or an ideology, when it is applied to concrete situations and becomes a guide
to action.’110 For citizens of existing EU member-states, already socialized
by decades of gradual reform, the impact of the EU may be felt in palpable
daily changes ranging from the use of seatbelts in buses, the banning of
imperial measurements, the uniformity of the colour of fire extinguishers,
and, for those in European Monetary Union, the replacement of national
currencies with national symbols, by a collective currency.

The strong values attached to ‘Europe’ by Central and East European
politicians, and some of their publics, have made for a clash between those
ideals and the realities of accession. West Europeans may be least likely to
see their project in ideological terms; for outsiders it denotes more. When
Bill Clinton received the Charlemagne Prize on his last presidential  trip to
Europe, he explained: ‘Europe is not just a place on the map but also an
idea.’111

For applicant countries, even more abrupt is the wholesale change
required in order to adapt to the tens of thousands of pages of legal and
administrative requirements that constitute the acquis communautaire.
Accepting such change presumably requires some volition or self-interest
and cannot be entirely seen as unwilling imposition from outside.112

Ideology can be said to have a transformational element; even if collective
self-interest encourages acceptance of EU requirements, the practices and
indeed the values that that acceptance brings is transformative.

Nevertheless, there is a sense of pressure to conform to EU standards and
requirements. If ideology is distinguished from other things as a set of core
values that are untouchable and undebatable,113 then meeting EU standards
risks making the essence of the EU appear ideological. The Polish media
regarded as alarming the omission of the country from a list of EU applicant
countries praised by EU Commissioner Gü nter Verheugen for their progress
on accession (by spring 2001 Poland had concluded 14 of 29 chapters,
placing it behind countries such as Estonia, Hungary and Slovenia). While
both EU officials and Poland’s chief EU negotiator sought to minimize the
significance of the comments, the Polish government halved the time it
previously requested to fulfil environmental policy.114

Perhaps extreme, but Czech Prime Minister Klaus’s comparison in 1994
of rule from Brussels to that of communist-era Moscow gives a second sense
in which post-communist leaders may feel that ‘Europe’ also represents an
ideological view in the directives it creates and enforces. It differs in practice,
of course, by the absence of the force that accompanied Soviet rule. But a
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comparison of the notion of ‘soft power’, most clearly applied in the US’s
subtle shaping of global norms to its own and thus being able to achieve
objectives by having reshaped the rules of the game, may be appropriate in
relations between post-communist countries and the EU.115 It also helps to
explain why populations in applicant countries often believe their potential
or eventual accession will benefit the EU much more than themselves.

Poland enjoys relative success with European integration because, as
Sanford argues, Warsaw’s

foreign policy goals and ideology are coming to successful fruition,
partly for the reason that they have been reinforced by the dominant
values and historical memories in the post-1989 political culture.  The
pull of West European civilization and orientation has created a
general ideological legitimacy that contrasts markedly with its
conspicuous absence for the Soviet alternative after 1970.

Nevertheless, the trade-offs in possible accession are not readily accepted.
The ideological potential of the EU is such that it has been compared to
being ‘needed to substitute for the failed communist state’.116

In the specifics of examining post-communist foreign policies here, only
three contributions suggest that an ‘ideology’ can be discerned: the cases of
Poland, Estonia and the Czech Republic. The particularity of these cases
may be their perceived success within their regions: each was deemed
domestically as the front-runner in the liberal political-economic
transformation. That ideological belief and self-confidence may have
contributed to that success (which was punctured in the Czech Republic in
1997). Otherwise, the contributors generally conclude that Soviet-era,
Soviet-style ‘ideology’ cannot be discerned. That is not to say that ideas,
ideals and objectives are lacking. Nor is it to minimize the philosophical or
policy impact of EU accession criteria on the domestic and foreign policies
of many post-communist states.

Brzezinski further saw ideology as prompting leaders to ask, ‘What is the
real meaning of my historical epoch? What are the motor forces changing
reality in our lifetime? How can I best relate myself to those changes so that
both my power and my ends are well served?’117 For Central European and
Baltic states, these questions are overtly answered by joining Europe. The
disjuncture for them between national values and European are small, even
non-existent, precisely because leaders of these countries identify their
national historical experience as fundamentally European. For those further
beyond the European fold, adaptation to European values is harder and
presents greater trade-offs of national values. For Russia, by contrast,
Europe may still remain an ‘other’ rather than a self-reflecting national
mirror.
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The project of ‘Europe’ presents a middle way between political ideology
and national identity. It encourages, sometimes forces, these new states to
engage in civic nationalism—to have inclusive constitutions, to rewrite
history books. It attaches the preliminary fruits of European interactions—
trade agreements, for example—to the pursuit of democratic principles. It
conditions actual membership, a real consideration for ten post-communist
countries, on a whole series of market-economic reforms and democratic
practices. The European order allows for the retention of national identity
in exchange for the submergence of some levels of national sovereignty in
supranational authority. 

While different political ideas are found, most of the chapters in the
volume conclude that no form of political thinking analogous to Marxism-
Leninism now informs or guides foreign policy. Those leaderships and
populations, however, that confidently believe they fit into an existing order
(even if the history of that order is not neat, bloodless or linear), have an
ideology that corresponds to the values of ‘Europe’. The three such clear
cases are Estonia, Poland and the Czech Republic. Those three have been
the front-runners for EU accession among the countries studied here, and
are confirmed for membership in 2004; two were admitted to NATO in
1999, with the other following in 2002. But in each of these cases, anxiety
about the impact of EU accession is evident, certainly on practical matters
and potentially also on the question of national identity. These three cases
are also ones where a sense of national identity has long existed, even if
statehood has been disrupted in some form. To be sure, material gain should
accompany, and doubtless has encouraged, Western institutional accession
by post-communist countries. But construing values and material gain as
necessarily mutually exclusive would be inaccurate.

The year 1989 responded to 1789 with the end of official political state
ideologies and the rebirth of nationalism. It is to the expressions of potential
ideological thinking that we now turn in detail. It begins with Russia, which
has been profoundly affected by the demise of official ideology and where
national identity is deeply contested.
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